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Abstract:
Spontaneous imbibition in porous media plays an important role in numerous industrial
processes, but its underlying mechanisms are still poorly understood due to the complicated
structure and multiple surface properties of natural porous media. In order to fill this gap, a
quasi-three-dimensional color-gradient lattice Boltzmann model is applied to simulate the
spontaneous imbibition in heterogeneous porous media micromodels, where the influence
of viscosity ratio, tortuosity and mixed wettability is systematically investigated. Results
show that the tortuosity has less influence on imbibition than the viscosity ratio, which leads
to unstable displacement for viscosity ratios smaller than unity and to stable displacement
for viscosity ratios greater than unity. By establishing the power-law relationship between
wetting fluid saturation and time, it is found that the scaling exponent is not only affected by
tortuosity, but also related to pore throat structure of the micromodel. In addition, the mixed
wettability is found to significantly influence the stability of displacement, especially when
the contact angle difference of two constituents is large. Specifically, the greater the mixing
degree of two wettabilities, the more unstable the displacement will become, which results
in an enhanced interface roughening. Accordingly, the scaling exponent deviates more
from the prediction from the Lucas-Washburn equation. Due to the reduced connectivity
of flow paths, the wetting fluid imbibition rate in mixed wettability condition is lower than
that in uniform wettability condition, no matter whether the latter theoretically corresponds
to a slow displacement or not.
1. Introduction
The spontaneous imbibition in porous media refers to a
process that the wetting fluid is spontaneously drawn into
void space under the effect of capillary pressure, and it plays
a significant role in numerous industrial and technological
applications, such as paper sensors (Elizalde et al., 2015),
carbon dioxide sequestration (Guo et al., 2016), oil and gas
extraction (Gao et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019) and inkjet
printing (Wijshoff, 2018). Particularly, the spontaneous imbi-
bition is one of the most important mechanisms to enhance
oil recovery in tight reservoirs (You et al., 2018; Ahmadi et
al., 2020). Therefore, much effort has been devoted to inves-
tigate the spontaneous imbibition within porous media and
its underlying mechanism (Gao and Hu, 2018; Bartels et al.,
2019; Andersen et al., 2020). However, due to the complicated
structure of porous media and numerous factors influencing the
fluid flow, e.g., the wettability of porous medium (Graue and
Ferno, 2011), surface roughness (Espin and Kumar, 2015),
initial water saturation (Gao and Hu, 2016), pore structure
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(Zacharoudiou et al., 2017), and the gravity (Wang and Cheng,
2020; Li et al., 2021), the dynamics of spontaneous imbibition
in porous media, especially in heterogeneous porous media,
remains poorly understood, which limits the development of
strategies to optimize its applications.
The research of spontaneous imbibition can be traced
back to the pioneering works of Lucas (1918) and Washburn
(1921), who focused on negligible viscosity of non-wetting
fluid and derived the classic Lucas-Washburn (LW) equation
describing the relationship between imbibition length l and
imbibition time t, i.e., l ∝
√
t. Later, it was reported that
the LW equation analytically derived from a single capillary
tube can be extended to describe the spontaneous imbibition
in homogeneous porous media (Gruener and Huber, 2011;
Gruener et al., 2012). Nevertheless, some studies have found
that this equation is not applicable when the pore structure of
porous media is relatively complex (Karoglou et al., 2005;
Bru and Pastor, 2006; Hu et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2016;
Chang et al., 2018). On the other hand, the LW equation
has been modified to account for the effects of tortuosity
and mixed wettability, but these studies are limited to simple
geometries, such as a single tortuous capillary (Cai et al.,
2010) and mixed-wet pores (Wang et al., 2020). Therefore, the
research of spontaneous imbibition in heterogeneous porous
media with varying tortuosity and/or mixed wettability from a
pore-scale viewpoint is essential, which enables us to clarify
which existing scaling laws (e.g., the LW equation) are valid
and even construct new scaling or constitutive equations for
macroscopic scales.
The spontaneous imbibition in porous medium with dif-
ferent tortuosities or mixed wettabilities has been studied in
recent years. Cai et al. (2012) derived an analytical model
which includes gravity for characterizing spontaneous imbi-
bition of wetting liquid vertically into gas-saturated porous
media, and they found that the weight of wetting liquid
imbibed into porous media is a function of tortuosity. Shi
et al. (2017) conducted gas migration experiments in mixed
wetting bead models initially saturated with water, and their
results indicated that the likelihood of gas migration driven by
buoyancy increases in a logarithmic form with increasing the
fraction of oil-wetting grains. Zheng et al. (2018) quantitively
investigated the influence of tortuosity, channel shape on the
imbibition behavior and the advancing behavior of competing
interfaces in two-dimensional (2D) bifurcated channels by a
lattice Boltzmann pseudo-potential model. With the aid of
fast X-ray tomography technology, Bartels et al. (2019) found
that the formation of a spontaneous imbibition front occurs
only in water-wet systems, and mixed-wet systems show
localized imbibition events only. By conducting experiments
in a low-permeability mixed-wettability rock, Liu et al. (2020)
discussed and analyzed the relationships among the contact
angle, capillary force, recovery ratio, wettability, and the
micro-imbibition recovery.
As reviewed above, previous studies on spontaneous im-
bibition under different tortuosities mainly focused on the 2D
simulations, and they ignored three-dimensional (3D) effects,
i.e., the effects of depth on the flow behavior. In spontaneous
imbibition simulations, two most important 3D effects need
to be considered: (1) the viscous resistance from top and
bottom walls, and (2) the interface curvature change due to the
confinement of top and bottom walls, which is indispensable
to overcome the capillary valve resistance through pore-throat
structure (Liu et al., 2021). On the other hand, the previous
researches on spontaneous imbibition with mixed wettabil-
ity almost all rely on experiments, which are costly, time-
consuming and involve many uncertainties associated with
microfabrication and experimental measurement. Numerical
simulations can overcome these limitations, thereby provid-
ing more convincing results about spontaneous imbibition in
porous media micromodels with controllable mixed wettabil-
ity.
The purpose of this work is to explore the effects of tortu-
osity and mixed wettability on spontaneous imbibition in nat-
ural porous media with the help of pore-scale simulations. Un-
der the influences of sedimentation, diagenesis and tectonism,
the size, shape and distribution of pores and throats, as well
as the physical properties such as permeability, tortuosity and
wettability in natural porous media present spatial variations
(Liu et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2020), meaning
that the natural porous media is usually heterogeneous. Thus,
heterogeneous micromodels will be selected as representatives
for the present study. Each micromodel is composed of a
2D heterogeneous pore network having relatively small and
uniform depth. Compared to macro-scale simulations, pore-
scale simulations can not only provide detailed information
on the fluid flows in pores and throats, but also easily capture
some important physical phenomena, such as capillary valve
effect, preferential flow paths, and so on (Xu et al., 2017).
A number of approaches have been developed to simulate
multiphase flows at pore scale, which include pore-network
models (Joekar-Niasar et al., 2013), lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM), smoothed particle hydrodynamics (Bandara et al.,
2013; Tartakovsky et al., 2016), and traditional computational-
fluid-dynamics-based methods like volume-of-fluid method
(Raeini et al., 2014; Ferrari et al., 2015) and level set method
(Jettestuen et al., 2013). For a comprehensive review of these
approaches, readers may refer to the articles by Golparvar et
al. (2018) and Liu et al. (2016). Among these approaches,
the LBM is becoming a popular choice for its simplicity
and ability in modeling interfacial dynamics, dealing with
complicated geometries, and parallel computing (Aidun and
Clausen, 2010; Liu et al., 2016).
In this work, a recently-developed color-gradient lattice
Boltzmann model, known as a quasi-three-dimensional (quasi-
3D) model (Liu et al., 2021), is applied to simulate sponta-
neous imbibition through heterogeneous porous media micro-
models. This quasi-3D model not only allows to wide range
of viscosity ratios. More importantly, it only requires 2D com-
putational cost while considering essential 3D effects. Thus, it
is very suitable for the pore-scale simulation of spontaneous
imbibition in micromodels where 3D effects must be involved
account to overcome the capillary valve resistance (Liu et al.,
2021). Nevertheless, some 3D effects such as wetting films
and corner flows are not able to be captured by the quasi-
3D simulation (Liu et al., 2021). In this sense, the quasi-3D
simulation is actually a compromise solution to capture the 3D
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effects. We first explore how the tortuosity influences the fluid
distribution at breakthrough and the scaling relation between
wetting fluid saturation and time for varying viscosity ratios,
and then investigate the effect of mixed wettability on the fluid
distribution, scaling exponent and the interface roughening.
2. Numerical method
2.1 A quasi-3D color-gradient LBM
Compared to the 3D model, the 2D model is preferred
in pore-scale simulations for its advantage of low computa-
tional cost. However, when simulating spontaneous imbibition
through a porous media micromodel, the 2D model is un-
able to capture some important flow phenomena such as the
breakthrough of a capillary valve, due to the lack of capillary
driving force in the depth direction. Fortunately, Liu et al.
(2021) recently developed a quasi-3D color-gradient LBM
that needs only 2D computational cost but considers essential
3D effects, and the capability and accuracy of this method
were validated by the simulation of 3D capillary intrusion
and capillary valve effect in a pore-throat structure, and by
comparison with the micromodel experiment. Thus, the quasi-
3D color-gradient LBM is applied to simulate spontaneous
imbibition through heterogeneous micromodels in this study,
and it is described as follows.
In this model, the distribution functions f ri and f
b
i are
applied to represent the red (wetting) and blue (non-wetting)
fluids, respectively. fi = f ri + f
b
i is the total distribution func-
tion, and the subscript i is the lattice velocity direction.
The evolution of the distribution function consists of three
steps, namely collision, recoloring and propagation. First, the
collision step is implemented for the total distribution function,
which reads as
f †i (r, t) = fi(r, t)+Ωi(r, t)+Fi(r, t) (1)
where fi is the total distribution function in the ith velocity
direction at the position r and time t, f †i is the post-collision
distribution function, Ωi is the collision term, and Fi is the
forcing term.
To reduce spurious velocities near the interface and im-
prove the numerical stability in simulation of two-phase flows
with high viscosity ratio, the multiple-relaxation-time (MRT)




(M−1SM)i j[ f j(r, t)− f eqj (r, t)] (2)
where M is the transformation matrix, and S is the diagonal
relaxation matrix. f eqi is the equilibrium distribution function
defined by













where ρ = ρr +ρb is the total density with the subscripts ‘r’
and ‘b’ referring to the red and blue fluids, respectively. u
is the depth-averaged velocity, cs is the speed of sound, ei is
the lattice velocity in the i direction, and ωi is the weighting
coefficient corresponding to the ith lattice velocity.
For the two-dimensional nine-velocity (D2Q9) model ap-
plied in the present LBM, the lattice velocities ei and the
weighting coefficients are given by
[e0,e1, ...,e8] =
(
0 1 0 −1 0 1 −1 −1 1





 4/9, i = 01/9, i = 1,2,3,41/36, i = 5,6,7,8 (5)





where δx and δt are the discrete steps in space and time,
respectively, and they are both taken as 1 in this work. The




1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
−4 −1 −1 −1 −1 2 2 2 2
4 −2 −2 −2 −2 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 −1 0 1 −1 −1 1
0 −2 0 2 0 1 −1 −1 1
0 0 1 0 −1 1 1 −1 −1
0 0 −2 0 2 1 1 −1 −1
0 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 1 −1

(7)
and the diagonal relaxation matrix S reads as




















where vr and vb are the kinematic viscosities of pure red
and blue fluids, respectively. ρN is the color function used






It can be seen from the above equation that the fluid is
identified as red for ρN = 1 and as blue for ρN =−1; the fluid
is a mixture of both red and blue fluids, namely the interface
for −1<ρN<1.
In the quasi-3D model, the depth effect needs to be
properly considered: (1) the frictional resistances from the top
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and bottom walls, and (2) the additional interface curvature
in the depth direction. For a creeping flow, the effect of
viscosity can be realized by adding the term −(ρv/Kε)u, to the
momentum equations, where Kε is the equivalent permeability
defined by the micromodel depth h as Kε =−h2/12 (Horgue
et al., 2013). Through the depth h and the contact angle θ , the
additional interface curvature can be analytically expressed as
−2cosθ/h (Yin et al., 2019). Consequently, the local interface
curvature κε , as the sum of the curvatures in the computational





where n = ∇ρN/|∇ρN | is the unit interface normal vector in
x− y plane, and ∇s = ∇−n(n ·∇) is the surface gradient op-
erator. Using the continuum surface force model, the capillary
force FIT is proportional to the local interface curvature κε ,






where σ is an interfacial tension parameter.
To account for the additional viscosity effect and generate









where I is the unit matrix, and F̃=[F̃0, F̃1, F̃2, ..., F̃8]T with F̃i

















Accordingly, the depth-averaged velocity can be computed












After the collision step, a recoloring step is applied in order
to guarantee the immiscibility of both fluids and obtain a rea-
sonable diffuse interface. The recolored distribution functions
are given as (Latva-Kokko and Rothman, 2005)
f r††i (r, t) =
ρr
ρ




f b††i (r, t) =
ρb
ρ





where f r††i and f
b††
i are the recolored distribution functions
of the red and blue fluids, respectively. β is the segregation
parameter, which is set to 0.7 for numerical stability and
accuracy. ϕi is the angle between the color gradient and the





Finally, both red and blue distribution functions stream
to the neighboring lattice nodes along the lattice velocity
direction in the propagation step, which reads as
f αi (r+ ei, t +1) = f
α††
i (r, t), α = r or b (19)
The resulting distribution functions allow us to compute
the local densities of red and blue fluids through
ρa(r, t) = ∑
i
f αi (r, t), α = r or b (20)
2.2 Boundary conditions
We consider a micromodel initially filled saturated with the
non-wetting fluid, which has an inlet at the upper boundary
(y = ymax) and an outlet at the lower boundary (y = 0). It is
assumed that the wetting fluid spontaneously imbibes into the
micromodel from the inlet and expels the non-wetting fluid
out from the outlet. To achieve this, the modified periodic
boundary conditions are applied at the inlet and outlet (Liu et
al., 2021)
f ri [(x,ymax), t +1] = f
b††
i [(x− eix,0), t]
f bi [(x,ymax), t +1] = f
r††
i [(x− eix,0), t]
i = 4,7,8
f ri [(x,0), t +1] = f
b††
i [(x− eix,ymax), t]
f bi [(x,0), t +1] = f
r††
i [(x− eix,ymax), t]
i = 2,5,6
(21)
All boundaries except both inlet and outlet are set to solid
surfaces. On the solid surfaces, we impose no-slip boundary
conditions using the mid-grid bounce-back scheme (Ladd,
1994), and implement the contact angle through the wetting
boundary condition proposed by Xu et al. (2017). The basic
idea of the wetting boundary condition is to modify the
direction of the color gradient ∇ρN at three-phase contact
lines so as to match the desired contact angle θ . This wetting
boundary condition has gained great success in pore-scale two-
phase simulations (Xu and Liu, 2018; Gu et al., 2019, 2021;
Liu et al., 2021), and its details can be found in Xu et al.
(2017).
3. Spontaneous imbibition into heterogeneous
micromodels
3.1 The effect of tortuosity
In order to investigate the effect of tortuosity on the spon-
taneous imbibition process, four heterogeneous micromodels
with different pore structures are considered, which are shown
in Fig. 1. Each micromodel has a size of 1426×1932 lu2,
where lu represents the lattice length unit. The void space
consists of circular pores with the diameter of 75 lu and
rectangular throats with the width of 28 lu. The pores and
throats are randomly distributed in the micromodel, and some
of them may be overlapped. The number of throats needs to
vary with the tortuosity. Specifically, the number of longitudi-
nal throats increases while of transverse throats decreases with
the increase of the micromodel tortuosity. Unless otherwise
stated, the micromodel depth is uniform and is fixed at h = 10
lu. In our LBM simulations, the dynamic viscosity of the
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case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4
Fig. 1. Heterogeneous micromodels with roughly the same porosity but different tortuosities. Tortuosity increases from case 1 to case 4.
more viscous fluid, µmv, is fixed at 0.1, the interfacial tension
σ = 0.1, and the grid size δx and time step δt are both taken
as 1. To match these LBM simulation parameters, which are
all presented in lattice units, to their physical values, three
reference quantities have to be chosen: a length scale L0, a time
scale T0, and a mass scale M0. Here, we choose L0 = 5×10−6
m, T0 = 2.5×10−6 s and M0 = 1.25×10−13 kg. A simulation
parameter with dimensions [m]n1[s]n2[kg]n3 is multiplied by
[L0]n1[T0]n2[M0]n3 to obtain the corresponding physical value.
In this way, one can obtain the physical value of more viscous
fluid viscosity µ phymv by µ
phy
mv = µmv ·M0/(L0T0) = 0.1 · (1.25×
10−13)/[(5× 10−6) · (2.5× 10−6)] = 10−3 Pa·s, the physical
value of interfacial tension σ phy by σ phy = σ ·M0/T 20 = 0.1 ·
(1.25× 10−13)/(2.5× 10−6)2 = 2× 10−3 N/m, the physical
value of grid size δ phyx by δ
phy
x = δxL0 = 1 · (5× 10−6) =
5× 10−6 m, and the physical value of time step δ phyt by
δ
phy
t = δtL0 = 1 · (2.5×10−6) = 2.5×10−6 s.
According to Nabovati and Sousa (2007), the micromodel







where ux and uy are the x-component and y-component of the
velocity u. Thus, we first simulate the single-phase flow in four
different micromodels under the action of external force, and
the obtained steady-state velocities are then used to calculate
the tortuosities. Table 1 shows the physical parameters includ-
ing permeability, porosity and tortuosity obtained from the
single-phase flow simulations for four different cases, in which
the permeability is normalized by the area of micromodel. It is
seen that these cases are of roughly the same porosity. From
case 1 to case 4, the permeability decreases monotonically
while the tortuosity increases monotonically. In particular, the
permeability decreases faster from case 2 to case 3.
We next investigate the imbibition behavior for three rep-
resentative viscosity ratios, i.e., λ = 0.02,1 and 50 at various
tortuosities. The viscosity ratio is defined as the ratio of the
wetting fluid viscosity to the non-wetting fluid viscosity, and
Table 1. Values of physical parameters for four different cases.
Parameters case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4
Permeability 1.644 1.521 1.111 1.025
Porosity 0.424 0.424 0.416 0.415
Tortuosity 1.173 1.193 1.285 1.355
Notes: For these cases, the corresponding porous media micromodels are
shown in Fig. 1. The permeability is normalized by the area of micromodel.
different viscosity ratios are obtained by varying the viscosity
of less viscous fluid. A constant contact angle of θ = 50◦
(measured from the wetting fluid side) is adopted, and each
simulation is run until the wetting fluid breaks through the pore
network. Fig. 2 presents the fluid distributions at breakthrough
for different values of λ . For λ = 0.02, the injected wetting
fluid bypasses a portion of the in-situ non-wetting fluid that
it is trying to displace, so preferential flow paths or fingers of
wetting fluid are clearly seen in the imbibition process, known
as unstable displacement (Liu et al., 2021). It is also seen that
unstable displacement changes slightly with the increase of
tortuosity. This is because the unstable displacement generally
develops from a few longitudinal throats. During the develop-
ment of unstable displacement, the wetting fluid in a pore
randomly flows into the neighboring throat connected to that
pore. If the number of the longitudinal throats decreases or the
number of the transverse throats increases, the wetting fluid
that would have been imbibed into the longitudinal throats
will randomly flow into the other transverse throats for further
displacement due to the decrease in the number of longitudinal
throats. In the cases of λ = 1 and λ = 50, the more viscous
wetting fluid is imbibed into micromodel, resulting in the
displacement of non-wetting fluid with a nearly flat front and
thus leaving behind very little non-wetting fluid, which is
known as the stable displacement (Lenormand et al., 1988).
For such two viscosity ratios, the trapped non-wetting fluid
overall increases in amount with the tortuosity. On one hand,
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Fig. 2. Variation of the fluid distribution at breakthrough with the tortuosity for (a) λ = 0.02, (b) λ = 1 and (c) λ = 50. The wetting fluid, non-wetting fluid,
and the solid are indicated in red, blue, and green, respectively. Note that the tortuosity increases gradually from case 1 to case 4.
the reduction in the number of longitudinal throats makes some
pores connected only by transverse throats. The non-wetting
fluid in such pores can merely be displaced by the wetting fluid
imbibed from the left or right transverse throat. At this point,
the non-wetting fluid may be trapped by the wetting fluid that
simultaneously enters the left and right throats. On the other
hand, with increasing the number of transverse throats, more
wetting fluid is imbibed into the transverse throats, leading
to an increased chance of being trapped for the non-wetting
fluid.
The wetting fluid saturation Sw as a function of time for
various tortuosities and viscosity ratios is shown in Fig. 3. By
combining Fig. 3 and Table 1, it is seen that as the tortuosity
increases, the micromodel permeability and the imbibition
rate both decrease monotonously. Like the permeability, the
imbibition rate also decreases more significantly from case 2
to case 3. Below, we can make a qualitative analysis to explain
why the imbibition rate decreases with tortuosity. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume λ = 1 in the analysis. According
to Lucas-Washburn law (Lucas, 1918; Washburn, 1921), the
theoretical solution of the imbibition length l(t) can be derived
by the balance between the capillary pressure and the viscous




t + l0 (23)
where Lt is the total flow length of the wetting fluid during
spontaneous imbibition, and l0 is the imbibition length at the
initial time (t = 0). Based on the definition of tortuosity, Lt can
be related to the micromodel length L as Lt = τL. Obviously,
Lt increases with τ , so the imbibition rate (σhcosθ)/(6ρvwLt)
decreases with increasing tortuosity. In addition, it can be
observed that at λ = 1 and λ = 50, the wetting fluid saturation
at breakthrough gradually reduces with increasing tortuosity,
consistent with the previous analysis that the non-wetting fluid
becomes more trapped as the tortuosity increases.
A number of studies (Family et al., 1992; Li and Horne,
2004; Bru and Pastor, 2006; Cai and Yu, 2011) showed that
the wetting fluid saturation exhibits a power-law dependence
on the time during the spontaneous imbibition, i.e.,
S(t) = atb +S0 (24)
where S0 is the initial saturation, and a and b are the fitting
parameters. We also use Eq. (24) to fit our numerical results
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the wetting fluid saturation for different tortuosities at (a) λ = 0.02, (b) λ = 1 and (c) λ = 50. Note that the time t is presented in
lattice time unit, and each lattice time unit corresponds to the physical time of 2.5 µs.
and find all the results can be well described by this equation.
Here, we explore how the scaling exponent b varies with
the tortuosity for different viscosity ratios. Table 2 presents
the fitted scaling exponents for different viscosity ratios and
tortuosities. It can be seen that for λ = 0.02, the values of b
are all greater than unity, and the exponent b increases with
the tortuosity; for λ = 1, the values of b almost stabilize at
1, while the values of b fluctuate around 0.5 for λ = 50. We
also notice that the variation of b with τ at λ = 50 is the
same in trend as that at λ = 1. Specifically, the exponent b
decreases with increasing τ from 1.173 to 1.285 (see cases 1 to
3), consistent with the previous finding by Cai and Yu (2011)
in trend; however, b increases upon further increasing τ from
1.285 to 1.355 (see cases 3 to 4), which may be attributed to
the following reasons. In Fig. 1, the throats circled by black
circles are the longitudinal throats that are replaced by solids
in the next case; the throats circled by black rectangles are
the newly added transverse throats compared with the previous
case. Specifically, from case 1 to case 2, 5 longitudinal throats
are removed and 4 transverse throats are added; from case 2
to case 3, 12 longitudinal throats are removed and 6 transverse
throats are added; from case 3 to case 4, 6 longitudinal throats
Table 2. Values of physical parameters for four different cases.
Viscosity ratio case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4
0.02 1.424 1.526 1.655 1.773
1 1.004 0.996 0.989 0.993
50 0.536 0.511 0.484 0.510
Notes: For these cases, the corresponding porous media micromodels are
shown in Fig. 1. The permeability is normalized by the area of micro-
model.Values of fitted scaling exponent b for different viscosity ratios and
cases. The value of b is obtained by using Eq. (24) to fit the numerical
results. The viscosity ratio is defined as the ratio of the dynamic viscosity
of the wetting fluid to that of the non-wetting fluid, and four different cases
correspond to the porous media micromodels shown in Fig. 1.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. Three different mixed wettabilities, which correspond to (a) SWH: 70% strongly wet region and 30% weakly wet region, (b) SWM: 50% strongly
wet region and 50% weakly wet region, and (c) SWL: 30% strongly wet region and 70% weakly wet region. The solid, weakly wet region, and the strongly
wet region are indicated in brown, dark green, and light green, respectively.
Fig. 5. Fluid distributions at breakthrough under different mixing degrees of wettabilities for (a) {θS,θW }= {30◦,50◦} and (b) {θS,θW }= {30◦,70◦}. The
wetting fluid, non-wetting fluid, and the solid are indicated in red, blue, and green, respectively.
are removed and 7 transverse throats are added. It is clear that
the first two variations, i.e., from case 1 to case 2 and from case
2 to case 3, are that the reduction in the number of longitudinal
throats is greater than the increase in the number of transverse
throats, which is contrary to the third variation, i.e., from case
3 to case 4. This suggests that the scaling exponent may be
also related to the variation of the longitudinal and transverse
throats in addition to the variation in tortuosity. To be specific,
the reduction of longitudinal throats results in the decrease of
scaling exponent while the increase of transverse throats leads
to the increase of scaling exponent.
3.2 The effect of mixed wettability
In this section, the influence of mixed wettability is inves-
tigated at λ = 50 for a specific micromodel geometry, i.e., the
one used in the case 2 above. As shown in Fig. 4, we consider
three different mixed wettabilities: (a) 70% strongly wet region
and 30% weakly wet region, (b) 50% strongly wet region and
50% weakly wet region, and (c) 30% strongly wet region and
70% weakly wet region, which are named as SWH, SWM
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and SWL, respectively. For the convenience of description, the
contact angles in strongly and weakly wet regions are denoted
as θS and θW , respectively.
Two groups of θS and θW are investigated, i.e., {θS,θW}=
{30◦,50◦} and {θS,θW} = {30◦,70◦}. For each group of θS
and θW , we also consider the uniform wettability cases of
θ = θS and θ = θW in addition to three mixed wettability
cases. Fig. 5 shows the fluid distributions at breakthrough
for (a) {θS,θW} = {30◦,50◦} and (b) {θS,θW} = {30◦,70◦}.
For the uniform wettabilities of θ = 30◦ and θ = 50◦, the
displacement pattern exhibits a nearly flat front with very
little trapping of non-wetting fluid , which is typical of stable
displacement. As the contact angle θ rises to 70◦, more non-
wetting fluid would be trapped in the micromodel, and the
roughness width of imbibition fronts increases significantly.
In the mixed wettability cases, the blobs of non-wetting fluid
trapped by the wetting fluid first increase and then decrease
as the weakly wet fraction increases. This means that the
higher the mixing degree of two wettabilities, the easier it is
to generate the non-wetting fluid blobs, which results in less
effective displacement. By comparing two groups of mixed
wettability, it is shown that the number of non-wetting fluid
blobs increases more significantly with the mixing degree, and
the preferential flow paths tend to be formed, similar to those
in the situation of λ<1. This is because when the contact
angle θW increases to 70◦, the capillary driving force from
the wetting fluid is greatly reduced in weakly wet region, and
thus the wetting fluid tends to imbibe into strongly wet region,
forming preferential flow paths.
We also quantify the influence of mixed wettability on
preferential flow paths through the roughness width at break-
through for {θS,θW} = {30◦,70◦}. The roughness width Wf
is defined as (Bakhshian et al., 2020)
Wf =
√
〈[h(x, tb)− h̃(tb)]2〉x (25)
where h(x, tb) is the position of the front interface in the
vertical direction at the horizontal position x and the break-
through time tb. h̃(tb)= 〈h(x, tb)〉x with 〈·〉x denoting the spatial
average over all x in the horizontal direction. Fig. 6 depicts
the roughness widths at breakthrough for different wetting
conditions, in which the abscissa fW represents the fraction of
weakly wet region. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the minimum
roughness width occurs at θ = 30◦ ( fW = 0), and its value
is close to 0, indicating that the imbibition fronts in this
case are almost flat and there is no preferential flow path.
When θ increases to 70◦ ( fW = 1), the fronts are significantly
roughened with the roughness width up to nearly 140 lu
(i.e., 700 µm), and the preferential flow paths appear. This
indicates that the reduced surface wettability is favorable to
the roughening of interfaces in uniform wettability condition.
This is because when the micromodel surface becomes less
wetting, the resistance caused by capillary valve effect, defined
by the throat width w as −σ sinθ/w (Xu et al., 2017), is
enhanced, and the displacement process is more dependent on
the specific pore-throat structure of the micromodel. In the
mixed wettability condition, the values of roughness width for
both SWH ( fW = 0.3) and SWL ( fW = 0.7) approximately








Fig. 6. The roughness width at breakthrough as a function of the weakly wet
fraction fW for {θS,θW } = {30◦,70◦}. Note that the roughness width Wf is
presented in lattice length unit (lu), and each lattice length unit corresponds
to the physical length of 5 µm.
equal 220 lu (i.e., 1100 µm), which is much lower than
that for SWM ( fW = 0.5). In addition, we notice in Fig.
6 that the roughness width in mixed wettability condition
is always greater than that in uniform wettability condition,
which suggests that the mixed wettability also favors the
interface roughening. This can be explained as follows: in the
mixed wettability condition, especially when the difference
between θS and θW is large, the displacement preferentially
occurs in strongly wet region, and it would not proceed in
weakly wet region until completing the preferential displace-
ment in strongly wet region. This is equivalent to that the
connectivity of a micromodel is greatly reduced during the
displacement process, which results in the intensification of
interface roughening.
Furthermore, we find that our data in the mixed wettability
condition can be perfectly described by Eq. (24), but we are
not sure if the scaling exponent b = 0.5, as described by the
LW equation. To clarify this, Fig. 7 plots the wetting fluid
saturation Sw as a function of
√
t for {θS,θW}= {30◦,50◦} and
{θS,θW}= {30◦,70◦}. For
√
t for {θS,θW}= {30◦,50◦}, the
linear relations are clearly seen for different mixing degrees in
the Sw−
√
t plot, suggesting that the LW equation can be sat-
isfied; whereas for {θS,θW} = {30◦,70◦}, the results deviate
from the linear relation in mixed wettability condition, mean-
ing that the LW equation is no longer valid. We also fit the
simulation data to obtain the scaling exponents, and the results
are shown in Table 3. It can be observed that the relative error
of b, which is defined as E = (|0.5− b|/0.5)× 100%, in the
mixed wettability condition is limited to no more than 6% for
{θS,θW}= {30◦,50◦}. By contrast, for {θS,θW}= {30◦,70◦},
the relative error E in the mixed wettability condition ranges
from 13% to 26.8%, which correspond to SWL ( fW = 0.7) and
SWM ( fW = 0.5), respectively. Again, these results indicate
that the LW equation is not suitable for spontaneous imbibition
in a micromodel with large wettability difference. In addition,
as seen from the insets in Fig. 7, in mixed wettability condi-
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Fig. 7. The wetting fluid saturation Sw versus
√
t under different mixing degrees of wettabilities for (a) {θS,θW }= {30◦,50◦} and (b) {θS,θW }= {30◦,70◦}.
The insets are included to show how the wetting fluid saturation at breakthrough varies with the mixing degree fW . Note that the time t is presented in lattice
time unit, and each lattice time unit corresponds to the physical time of 2.5 µs.
Table 3. Values of fitted scaling exponent b under different mixing degrees
of wettabilities for
√
t for {θS,θW }= {30◦,50◦} and {θS,θW }= {30◦,70◦}.
fW represents the fraction of weakly wet region, and the value of b is
obtained by using Eq. (24) to fit the numerical results.
fW
b






tion, the wetting fluid saturation at breakthrough is lower than
that in uniform wettability condition, and its value decreases
with increasing the mixing degree of two wettabilities. This
also indirectly explains why the connectivity of the micro-
model is reduced in mixed wettability condition.
Finally, we also notice an interesting phenomenon in Fig.
7. In mixed wettability condition, the imbibition rate is higher
in the early stage, and then gradually decreases and becomes
lower than that in the uniform wettability condition with high
θ ( fW = 1). Such a late-stage behavior seems counterintuitive
and is contrary to the prediction of LW equation, from which
the uniform wettability condition with high θ should corre-
spond to the weakest displacement capability and thus to the
slowest displacement rate. This can be explained as follows:
In mixed wettability condition, the wetting fluid preferentially
invades strongly wet region, reducing the connectivity of the
micromodel and leading to the formation of preferential flow
paths. As a result, fewer live fronts are exposed to the pores
and throats, which decreases the driving force for spontaneous
imbibition and thus the imbibition rate.
4. Conclusions
In this work, a quasi-3D color-gradient LBM, recently
developed by Liu et al. (2021) is applied to simulate the
spontaneous imbibition in heterogeneous porous media micro-
models, where the influence of tortuosity and mixed wettability
is investigated. The results show that for various tortuosities,
the unstable displacement occurs at λ<1 and the stable
displacement occurs at λ ≥ 1. For the stable displacement,
the trapped blobs of non-wetting fluid increase in amount
as the tortuosity increases. By establishing the power-law
relationship between wetting fluid saturation and time, it is
found that as the tortuosity grows, the scaling exponent b grad-
ually increases when λ<1 but overall presents a decreasing
trend when λ ≥ 1. In addition, the findings also reveal that
b is not only affected by tortuosity, but also related to the
pore throat structure of the micromodel. For different mixed
wettabilities at a favorable viscosity ratio (λ = 50), the results
indicate that in the mixed wettability condition of θS = 30◦
and θW = 70◦, unstable displacement is clearly seen, which
depends on the mixing degree of two wettabilities. To be
specific, the greater the mixing degree, the more unstable the
displacement will become; accordingly, the wetting fluid sat-
uration at breakthrough is lower. The power-law relationship
between wetting fluid saturation and time deviates significantly
from the LW equation when unstable displacement occurs.
Due to the reduction in the connectivity of micromodel, it
is observed that the wetting fluid imbibition rate in mixed
wettability condition is lower than that in uniform wettability
condition with θ = θW , although the latter correspond to a
slow displacement according to the LW equation.
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